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CSR Racing 2 - a new part of a good racing simulator in which the player once again invited to participate in drag races in the quarter mile and beyond. The developers worked on the quality of the sequence, improving visual quality and animation, thus moving away from the graphics drawn from the original. The gameplay of the game differs little from its
predecessor: it takes a good time to change gears. Early in his career, the driver receives a car with no more outstanding performance. However, this will be enough for some of the initial contests. Over time, victory will be even harder, so you'll have to resort to upgrades or buy a new car. There is also a multiplayer mode, in which the opponent is randomly
selected. After determining the rates the race begins, the winner of which takes everything. Thus, you can win, but avoid the permanent end of the fuel, which for a long time restored. CSR Racing 2 - continuation of the series of racing games that is held at a more qualitative level and will satisfy the lover of virtual racing competitions. Page 2 Racing Rivals –
drag racing simulation, which will compete with players from all over the world. The gameplay is a one-on-one run. Riders just need time to change gears and push the accelerator pedal to the ground. Any delay can cost you first place in the race. The user is invited to participate in various game modes: the career mode runs on the same machines and team
races. And it all happens online with real players. For victory is given currency in the game, which is to spend wisely. It has acquired several upgrades, designed to improve the performance and appearance of the car. Suspension, engine, transmission, brakes, nitro boosts – all improved, which gives you more chances to win in competitions. In addition, the
game features a huge fleet of real cars – from powerful muscle cars to luxury sports coupe. The graphics are amazing - the machines and tracks made at the high level. The sound is also good, especially I want to highlight the realistic sound effects of the car exhausts. Racing Rivals – beautiful drag racing simulator, which is loved by fans of the genre. Page
3 CSR Racing - the game is a real gift for fans of drag racing, beautiful cars, speed and adrenaline. On a standard track in the fourth part of a mile, you'll have a chance to prove your skills. Incredibly realistic graphics will appeal to even the most discerning connoisseurs. The game features accurate visual and physical models of more than eight dozen cars.
The mechanics of the game consists of car control filigree powertrain, a good start forcing the ideal number of revolutions. A real highlight of the game is the pumping and maintenance of the car: tire change, integration of updates nitrous oxide recharging, installation of turbochargers. Having mastered all the subtleties of the You will be able to become the
king of the city streets. The special pleasure delivers to multiplayer, which unlike the missions of a world tour, the usual passage, gives a sea of adrenaline. Page 4 Real Racing 3 - continuation of the famous series of racing games for Android companies FireMonkey and Electronic Arts. The first part was warmly received by fans and received many positive
reviews, but the new part caused many problems. The problem is that the developers decided to move away from the old distribution scheme, the application – a purchase. The game is now available in the Free2Play template. Looks like relative gratification should be good news. The nuances are in the implementation. After each machine upgrade players
have to wait for the supply of spare parts. The higher the level, the longer the wait, can last up to 12 hours. And cars need to fix it, that virtual mechanics is also needed. If you don't want to wait, pay. Mechanics and physics haven't changed much, aside from the fact that it's now easier to go into shifts. New part of the game has become more arcade. In Real
Racing 3 there is no full multiplayer here real players replace the computer. The graphics are very good, but not optimized enough. The app sometimes slows down even on strong mobile devices. But that's not limited. Textures tend to fade, the driver inside the cockpit merges with it in a single color, the main menu is filled with a pink tone. However, in the
latest updates all bugs fixed. Real Racing 3 should be recommended for those who have not played the previous part of the series. Despite some shortcomings, the game is able to please high quality virtual graphics, a good engine and a large collection of licensed cars. Exquisite image, of car peripherals and even car accessories are the perfect interior to
restore, the car plays rough and direct. CSR Racing 2 uses better 3D rendering to create the most beautiful and realistic super car for the player, and are not only peripherals, but also the interior of the manufacturer, etc. Each is meticulous and perfect, in the game is easy to use in straight road races. . Game creators said they want to make CSR Racing 2
the coolest game on the mobile platform, and the on-screen performance is pretty amazing, super high resolution and pixel makes the whole image look like nothing Alleys, whether it's in scene rendering, vehicle modeling or lighting effects are flawless. Players are also more concerned about the game is a variety of high-end sports cars, the production side
and many well-known car brands have reached a cooperation agreement, so in the game, Ferrari, Lamborghini, BMW, Aston Martin and The latest models like Masaladi will appear one by one. Instead of formalising the of this series in terms of gameplay, CSR Racing 2 abandoned multiplayer multiplayer Game used in almost all racing games and instead
chose two cars for a 1V1 race pk. And the player does not need to control the movement of the vehicle, just master the gearbox and the use of acceleration props in the racing process, the speed of the car depends entirely on the configuration of the vehicle itself, so how to build your car is the point of victory. In game mode, CSR Racing 2 has adopted a very
high degree of freedom ladder team mode, the game will be ladder, regular, team competitions, live games and other game modes are placed in a high degree of reduction to ignore the large map. Players just need to choose the right level challenge based on the current vehicle level, retrofit and reinforce their vehicle with the features they've earned, and
progressively reach the apex of the city's world.-APK-AWARd.Com Compared to its predecessor, CSR Racing 2's new interactive game fleet feature allows you to work with other players for rewards and benefits. Joining the team, achieving milestones, achievements means generous rewards, tournament bonuses, and honor points allow players to take
away their opponents early. And with the team better than your own professional players to consult, you can learn a variety of tactics, so that your competitive position in a dominant position. Overall, CSR Racing 2 is a simple racing driver with a super real racing image and a zero-threshold difficulty. Even those who are not interested in the race enjoy the
top-of-the-Sports car, it is also a good choice. CSR Racing 2 – The next chapter of the drag racing game, now with AR mode! Setting a new standard in graphics for car games, The CSR2 offers hyper-real drag racing in the palm of your hand. This game is a celebration of cars in your pocket! Racing games have never been so real. Customize your cars,
drag the race against players around the world and take over the city! Compete in races against living players around the world with their custom supercars including LaFerrari, McLaren P1™, Koenigsegg One:1 and more. Tune in and customize your rides to full speed and dominate the competition at global crew events. Satisfy your passion for the latest
and best cars on the planet. Other car games can't compete! Download the latest racing game for free, start your supercar collection and start racing now! LEGENDS LIVE FOREVER! Prove yourself worthy of owning the incredible McLaren F1, restoring some of the most legendary cars ever made. Raise your hands on the wheel of a Saleen S7 Twin Turbo,
a Lamborghini Countach LP 5000 Quattrovalvole, a 1969 Pontiac GTO The Judge or an Aston Martin DB5. Enjoy the exquisite details in a Ferrari 250 GTO or a Bugatti EB110 Super There are 16 legends to awaken your childhood dreams. Customize your cars, take them to the track and prove who is the best drag drag driver around! NEXT-GEN
GRAPHICSCSR2 redefines what you thought possible in car racing games on your mobile device. Using excellent 3D rendering techniques, the game features the most beautiful and authentic supercars to date. Racing games are no more real than that! THE LATEST CARS, BIGGER &amp; HOTTESTCollect the race cars and supercars of your dreams to
display them in its huge warehouse garage – CSR2 boasts over 200 officially licensed vehicles from popular and renowned car manufacturers including Ferrari, Porsche, Aston Martin, McLaren, Bugatti, Lamborghini, Pagani and Koenigsegg. No other racing game can deliver the latest and fastest cars. CONFIGURE AND CUSTOMIZE cars with a wide range
of paints, beads, brake calipers and interior trims, just as you would in real life, with a world-class car configurator. Choose from ink packs, decals and customize your plates to customize your car. Upgrade your cars for free and then unlock powerful upgrades to take your street racer to the next level! DOMINATE THE CITYCompete in single-player Crew
Battles in impressive racing environments. Work from beginner to pro by defeating the best drag racing teams in town. Remember to keep an eye on exciting events to earn extra money for upgrades, and earn rare free pieces for your tours. STREET RACING REALRª RACE IN REALRª Race and compete against opponents from all over the world in real-
time challenges. Prove your skill in fast drag racing and multiplayer. Master the unique driving and time of each car to get out on top. SHOW YOUR CARS WITH ARBre MODE your cars to life with an amazing augmented reality feature! CSR2's AR mode leaves other car games behind. Experience what it's like to sit behind the wheel of one of these cars and
share it with your friends. No other car racing game gives you the real AR experience! Slide into the driver's seat and drop the hammer in this free drag racing game! Download CSR Racing 2 NOW FOR FREE! Attention! You must be over 13 years old to play this car game. CSR Racing 2 is free to play, but contains items that can be purchased for real
money. You can switch these purchases from the Restrictions menu on your device. To avoid unauthorized purchases, select Set or Change PIN in the Google Play settings menu, create a PIN, and then enable the Use PIN option for Purchases. You will then be required to enter your PIN before each transaction. Terms of Service:
Https://www.zynga.com/legal/terms-of-servicePrivacy: What's new feature newest: Elite TunersMake your brand with Elite Tuners! Let Love for cars reach the limits of your imagination with customization like never before. Expect bodykits, wings, tires, full body wraps and more! New Cars: Toyota GR Supra, Nissan GT-R 2017 (R-35), Nissan Skyline GT-R
(R34) and more JapaneseUnique JapaneseUnique for you to collect! E-mail: android.support@zynga.com android.support@zynga.com
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